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About the production
Production began in Autumn 2002 and continued through Summer 2003, charting
the course of the four seasons. Kore-eda edited the film as he went along, devising
the structure for the next season as he worked with recently shot scenes. 
His challenge was to foster an atmosphere of trust and communication with his
young amateur actors, cast through open auditions. He had to adapt his directorial
approach to film their slight forms. By filming chronologically, the young actors’
real-life physical and emotional growth develops in parallel with the fictional story.
Although Kore-eda has incorporated documentary techniques into his previous 
features, the premise and structure of NOBODY KNOWS allowed him a fusion to
further dissolve the respective boundaries of each discipline like never before.

Working in a cramped Tokyo apartment, Kore-eda chronicles the range of his young
characters' emotions through meticulously highlighting the details of the children’s
lives, whether the nuances of a manicure, a toy piano, squeaking sandals, a cup of
instant noodles, or a box of chocolates. Kore-eda's goal was not only to evoke the
distinctive world of these particular abandoned children, but the gentleness and
beauty of every childhood.

For the children's carefree mother, Kore-eda cast a newcomer to film, the television
personality, YOU. For the film's score, pop duo Gontiti composed simple guitar and
ukulele music to accentuate the children’s world. Singer Tate Takako, who appears
briefly as a convenience store clerk, performs the haunting closing song “Jewel.”

Four siblings live happily with their mother in a small apartment in Tokyo. The children all have different fathers. They have
never been to school. The very existence of three of them has been hidden from the landlord. One day, the mother leaves
behind a little money and a note, asking her 12-year-old boy to look after the others. And so begins the children’s odyssey,
a journey nobody knows.

Though engulfed by the cruel fate of abandonment, the four children do their best to survive in their own little world, devising 
and following their own set of rules. When they are forced to engage with the world outside their cocooned universe, the fragile
balance that has sustained them collapses. Their innocent longing for their mother, their wary fascination toward the outside
world, their anxiety over their increasingly desperate situation, their inarticulate cries, their kindness to each other, their determination
to survive on wits and courage...
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Autumn
Keiko and her four children Akira, Kyoko, Shigeru and Yuki have just moved into 
a small apartment. Keiko lays out the rules: no loud voices; no going outside, not
even out onto the balcony.  The family would surely be evicted if the landlord 
realized Keiko was a young single mother of four.
Twelve-year-old Akira acts as a surrogate parent since their mother is often away 
at work. The family of five makes the best of life in a loving environment. They are
close-knit, even if each of the children has a different father. They have never been
to school, but diligently study at home.
One day, Keiko disappears, leaving behind a little money  and a note, “Dear Akira,
your mother’s going away for a while. Please look after Kyoko, Shigeru and Yuki.” THE STORY
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Winter
A month has passed since Keiko’s left, but the four children are still managing to 
get by, sticking to the rules. One day, carefree Keiko turns up unexpectedly with gifts.
But she doesn't stay for very long. She soon packs up her winter clothes, and walks
out the door, swearing she’ll come back for Christmas. But she doesn't.
When she’s still not back for New Year’s Eve, Akira calls a phone number he found
and hears his mother answer under the new name of Mrs. Yamamoto. Upset, he
hangs up. He realizes his mother has abandoned them. He is desperate to conceal
it from his brother and sisters.
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Spring
The money Keiko has been sending by mail has stopped coming. Bill collectors
begin harassing the children. Understanding  they must stick together, Akira
resolves to take better care of the family. The four children leave the apartment
together for the first time. It’s been so long, they’re filled with joy. They buy their
favourite things at the convenience store, then play in the park.
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Summer
The children now visit the park together every day. The utilities have been cut off 
at home, so the children get water and do laundry in the park. There’s always a girl
who wears a school uniform hanging around. Her name is Saki, and she’s dropped
out of school. As her wariness gives way to affection, she develops a bond with
Akira. Akira, who has struggled so hard to protect his siblings, finally gives in to
despair…
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I was struck by the piercing gaze of YAGIRA Yuya.
During the year we spent filming, Yuya grew taller and his
voice changed. His initially shy personality gradually gave
way in the second half of the filming, to a boy who could
lead his younger brother and sisters. Taking advantage 
of a partial coincidence, I incorporated Yuya’s gradual
transformation from a child into an adult, into Akira’s 
similar progress in the film. The story is fictional, but a
part of my own life and a part of Yuya’s life are indelibly
recorded in this film.

YAGIRA Yuya (as Akira)
Birthday: March 26,1990
Favorite Food: meat
Food Dislikes: none
Favorite Things: photo album given by Kore-eda Hirokazu
What do you want to be when you grow up?: soccer player
or actor

In the few seconds it took for KITAURA Ayu, to walk to
her audition chair, I could barely suppress the mounting 
conviction that she was perfect. What could be the
source of such emotional reticence? Was little Ayu such 
a child in her own daily life? Was her reticence in fact a
form of restrained acting? I only realized once we began
filming that in daily life, Ayu was the exact opposite of
Kyoko, whom she played. Watching her joke with the
crew and quizzing them until moments before we rolled
film, instantly transforming herself into the unrecognizable
different “Kyoko,” I said to myself, “This is an actress.”

KITAURA Ayu (as Kyoko)
Birthday: November 26,1992
Favorite Food: strawberries
Food Dislikes: peppers, spicy dishes
Favorite Thing: Her family and Ayuko (“My Daughter”),
the doll she got three years ago in the US
What do you want to be when you grow up?: someone
who helps others

I agonized over who should play Shigeru until the end.
Keeping several candidates on hold to the last possible
moment, I took them all to a nearby park and observed
them at play. The boy I finally chose, KIMURA Hiei, had
been unable to sit still for even a minute during the 
audition and no matter what I asked him, responded with
“Don’t know,” or “Can’t say,” making conversation impos-
sible. Yet his expressions and mannerisms were totally
compelling. Was he really up to the challenge of spending
a whole year filming? My assistant director and I
acknowledged that casting him was a risk, but I believe 
it was a risk that paid off handsomely.

KIMURA Hiei (as Shigeru)
Birthday: April 12, 1995
Favourite Food: potatoes, steak cut into cubes, 
fish in aspic, rice cakes, sushi wrapped in fried tofu,
instant ramen noodles
Food Dislikes: fruits and vegetables
Favourite Things: games, cards, my eraser
What do you want to be when you grow up?: someone
who knows everything

The girl I chose to play the younger daughter, SHIMIZU
Momoko, chattered endlessly throughout her audition,
entirely unfazed by those of us auditioning her. I was
shocked by the richness of her vocabulary, unimaginable
in a girl of 4. Once we began filming, her focus was
amazing and she was able to act in extended scenes,
seemingly unaware of the camera. As is my habit, during
filming, I would often provide her with direction from off
camera. She was able to respond to my direction without
any confusion whatever. I could not help but see her as
an extraordinarily resourceful little girl.

SHIMIZU Momoko (as Yuki)
Birthday: October 9,1997
Favourite Food: ice cream, rice with “natto” (fermented
soybeans)
Food Dislikes: eggplant, onion
Favourite Things: Moka (dog plush toy), Larry and Dahly
(rabbit plush toy)
What do you want to be when you grow up?: pastry chef

For the role of Saki, the young girl who befriends Akira, 
I contacted KAN Hanae who I had seen in “Pistol Opera”
(2001) by Suzuki Seijun and found her eyes unforgettable.
I found the contrast between her childlike smile and the
mature gaze which sometimes visited her eyes,
immensely appealing. I was confident that she could stay
with Akira on his sad journey at the film's end. In the film,
she plays the role of a child who, she herself, has been
abandoned. In her gaze, there's a strength of an individual
who can accept her own abandonment.

KAN Hanae (as Saki)
Birthday: November 7, 1990
Favorite Food: fruits, chocolate
Food Dislikes: sashimi
Favorite Things: Friends and family
What do you want to be when you're grown up?: novelist

Casting the role of the mother was a critical choice. 
I wanted to naturally infuse the role with a certain
offhandedness, a kind of positive irresponsibility. Which is
how YOU came to my mind. When I met her, she told me
she’d be a real pain, saying she hates learning lines. 
She said rehearsals bored her and she preferred to improvise
like on the TV shows she appears in. I succeeded in 
convincing her by explaining how I anticipated the shoot:
No script for the children. Instead, each day of filming, 
I would verbally explain their lines to them on set. I antici-
pated working with her in the same way.

YOU (Keiko,  the Mother)
Made her debut in 1988 in music group Fairchild.
Admired for her frankness and clear-sightedness.
Participates actually in various TV shows and writes
unique columns for several magazines. NOBODY
KNOWS is her screen debut.
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KORE-EDA Hirokazu

NOBODY KNOWS is the fourth fiction feature by Kore-eda Hirokazu.

His first feature film, MABOROSI, won the Golden Osella at the 1995 Venice Film
Festival. The highly successful follow-up, 1999's AFTER LIFE, is currently being
adapted into an American film by 20th Century Fox. His third film, DISTANCE was
presented in competition at the 2001 Cannes Film Festival.

Born in Tokyo in 1962, Kore-eda graduated from the Literature Department of
Waseda University in 1987. He then joined TV Man Union, an independent television
production company, where he has directed many prize-winning documentaries.
Among them are, HOWEVER…, a film exploring the suicide of a high government
official responsible for the welfare of Minamata mercury poisoning victims, 
ANOTHER EDUCATION, a film about a class of rural elementary school children
whose education is centered around raising a single calf, AUGUST WITHOUT HIM,
a portrait of the first Japanese man to publicly announce his contraction of AIDS,
and WITHOUT MEMORY, a portrait of a man no longer able to acquire new 
memories.

Kore-eda has also produced two films by young Japanese directors. KAKUTO,
directed by Iseya Yusuke, premiered in the 2003 Rotterdam Film Festival. 
WILD BERRIES, written and directed by Nishikawa Miwa, premiered at the 
2003 New Directors/New Films in New York.

Kore-eda is currently preparing his next feature, HANA YORIMO NAHO. Kore-eda’s
first period film, it is set in the Edo era, exploring the world of swordsmen and
revenge.

FICTION FEATURES
2004 NOBODY KNOWS
2001 DISTANCE
1999 AFTER LIFE
1995 MABOROSI
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Real events
This film was inspired by a real event known as the "Affair of the Four Abandoned
Children of Nishi-Sugamo." This affair happened 16 years ago, in 1988. 
Born of different fathers, these children never went to school and didn't legally exist
because their births were never declared. Abandoned by their mother, they lived 
on their own for six months. The death of the youngest girl put a tragic end to this
adventure. Curiously, not one inhabitant of the building was aware of the existence
of three of the children.
This headline brought up various questions to my mind ... The life of these children
couldn't have been only negative. There must have been a richness other than
material, based on those moments of understanding, joy, sadness and hope. 
So I didn't want to show the "hell" as seen from the outside, but the "richness" of
their life as seen from inside.
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Over 15 years
I had a lot of trouble getting this project off the ground. Fifteen years passed since
the first draft of the screenplay. Would this affair still be an actuality 15 years later?
Before making a film about it, I had to ask myself that question. According to statis-
tics of Japan's Minister of Education, the number of homeless children between 
7 and 14 passed from 533 in 1987 to 302 in the year 2000. But these statistics only
refer to children whose births have been declared. If we take into consideration that
the birth rate has dropped, we could suppose that today there are more children
who are living illegally as in the case of Akira and his brothers and sisters.
I estimate this headline was not an isolated case in Tokyo. It is more of a social
problem which concerns us all. The protagonist of the film doesn't represent only
the young boy of the 1988 headlines. He is one child among thousands today,
which we are not even aware of.

A second director
YOU is someone who lives in the present. I understand that she had the positive
happy-go-lucky quality I was looking for to play the role of the mother. She arrived
at the shoot without any preparation. She had not read the screenplay I had given
her. That could be interpreted both as being relaxed and self-confident. During the
shoot, her powers of concentration and her lively spirit often impressed me. She
was enormously spontaneous. At the same time, she knew how to bring the children
back into the story of the film when they wandered off. So I implicated her into the
direction of actors by given her instructions like “You have to make Akira laugh.” 
We can really say that she was like a second director on the set.

The apartment
Seventy per cent of the film takes place in an apartment. To allow the showing of
the inside of the apartment in a different way, I thought it would be a good idea to
find one with a balcony. An elevator wasn't necessary. It was better to see the 
protagonist walk up and down the stairs at the beginning and the end of the film.
The selected apartment met all the requirements. Plus, it was located on the 
2nd Floor, at the end of a dark hallway. So it was isolated compared to others,
which was ideal for this woman who wanted to live hidden away with her children.
The window of the staircase also caught my attention. I wanted to use it to give a
touch of suspense to the daily life of the children.
The apartment was made up: the mother's bedroom covered in tatami, the balcony,
the children's room, the kitchen and the living room. The total surface area was 
41.3 square meters. Everything took place in this universe.

NOBODY KNOWS

CAST
YAGIRA Yuya (as Akira)
KITAURA Ayu (as Kyoko)
KIMURA Hiei (as Shigeru)

SHIMIZU Momoko (as Yuki)
KAN Hanae (as Saki)

YOU (Keiko, the Mother)

CREW
Executive Producer
Shigenobu Yutaka

Producer
Kore-eda Hirokazu

Director of Photography
Yamazaki Yutaka

Editor
Kore-eda Hirokazu

Sound
Tsurumaki Yutaka

Screenplay
Kore-eda Hirokazu

Original Music
GONTITI

Theme Song
Tate Takako

Production Company
TV MAN UNION, INC.

Co-Production Companies
BANDAI VISUAL CO., LTD.

ENGINE FILM, INC.
c-style

CINE QUA NON
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Apollo chocolates
We shot with a voluntarily detailed script, which the children spontaneously brought
in numerous modifications. These were notably linked to the fact that Yuya, who
plays the role of Akira, grew up a lot during the one-year shoot. But not only that.
For example, I never imagined little Yuki loved Strawberry Pocky, even thought she
tells me she prefers Apollo chocolates.
Kimura Hiei, who plays Shigeru, ate very little during the shoot because he is a very
finicky eater. We imagined him liking instant ramen noodles and chance had it that
he adored them. In the scene where he finishes his rice soup, I let him improvise.
During the casting, a little girl came with noisy sandals. I liked this detail. When Yuki
goes out in search of her mother, she wears sandals like those.

Mandarins
When I was little, I grew flowers, fruits and vegetables, like the mandarin tree that is
still on my mother's balcony. So this film was nourished not only by the children with
whom I worked, but also by the details and feelings of my own childhood (anxiety of
waiting for my mother's return, sadness of losing a friend). The age difference
between the protagonist and me is large. But I was born in Tokyo and I have always
lived there. I think it's the location which I can best depict. I know the universe of
these children. I experienced similar feelings to those they could have known, too.
This is the spirit which allowed me to put a piece of myself into the film.
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